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Safe Harbour Statement

Forward looking information

This corporate presentation contains or incorporates by reference “forward looking statements” within the meaning of the United States Private 

Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and applicable Canadian securities legislation, which may not be based on historical fact. Readers can 

identify many of these statements by looking for words such as “believe”, “expects”, “will”, “intends”, “projects”, “anticipates”, “estimates”, 

“continues” or similar words or the negative thereof. Statements that are not based on historical fact contained in this presentation, including 

through documents incorporated by reference herein, are forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual 

events or results to differ materially from estimated or anticipated events or results reflected in the forward-looking statements . Such forward-

looking statements reflect the Company’s current views with respect to future events and include, among other things, statements regarding 

targets, estimates and/or assumptions in respect of reserves and/or resources , and are based on estimates and/or assumptions related to future 

economic, market and other conditions that, while considered reasonable by the Corporation, are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties, 

including significant business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties and contingencies. These estimates and/or assumptions 

include, but are not limited to: grade of ore; rare metal and by-product commodity prices; metallurgical recoveries; operating costs; achievement 

of current timetables for development; strength of the global economy; availability of additional capital; and availability of supplies, equipment and 

labour. Factors that could cause the Company’s actual results, performance, achievements, developments or events to differ materially from 

those expressed or implied by forward-looking statements include, among others, but are not limited to, market conditions, the possibility of cost 

overruns or unanticipated costs and expenses, the impact of proposed optimizations at the Company’s projects, actual results of exploration 

activities, mineral reserves and mineral resources and  metallurgical recoveries, discrepancies between actual and estimated production rate, 

mining operational and development risks and delays, regulatory restrictions (including environmental), activities by governmental authorities,  

financing delays, joint venture or strategic alliances risks, or other risks in the mining industry, as well as those risk factors discussed or referred 

to in the Company’s annual Management’s Discussion and Analysis and Annual Report filed with the securities regulatory authorities in all 

provinces and territories of Canada, other than Québec, and available at www.sedar.com. Most of the foregoing factors are beyond Avalon’s 

ability to control or predict. Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to 

differ materially from those described in forward-looking statements, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as 

anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which these forward-looking 

statements are based will occur. The forward-looking statements contained herein are qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement. 

Readers should not place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements, which reflect management’s plans, estimates, projections and views 

only as of the date hereof. The forward looking statements contained herein is presented for the purpose of assisting readers in understanding 

the Corporation’s expected financial and operating performance, and the Company’s plans and objectives, and may not be appropriate for other 

purposes. Avalon does not undertake to update any forward-looking statements that are contained herein, except in accordance with applicable 

securities law. The geological information contained in this presentation has been reviewed and approved by Don Bubar P. Geo. (ONT) and 

President & CEO, Avalon Advanced Materials, qualified person for the purposes of National Instrument 43-101. 
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Avalon Advanced Materials: Corporate Info

› Toronto-based, operating in Canada since 1995

› Listed: TSX (AVL), OTCQB (AVLNF), Frankfurt (OU5)

› Market Cap: CAD$100m (350m S/O, 381m fully-diluted) with 

over 20,000 shareholders worldwide

› Working Capital: CAD $3.5 million

Sustainability: committed to environmentally and socially 

responsible mineral resource development

› Avalon’s 9th annual GRI compliant Sustainability Report 

released November 2020 - addresses GRI framework, UN 

17 SDGs and MAC’s TSM

› Engaged Sustainalytics to audit Avalon’s business practices 

and policies to obtain an ESG risk rating licence 
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Aligns Avalon’s operating philosophy with its cleantech customers and reduces social licence risk 



› Independent audit of Avalon’s 

business practices

› Avalon’s overall management of material ESG issues is strong

› No events or policies were identified that may negatively impact stakeholders, 

the environment or the Company's operations

› Avalon’s next highest peer (based on market cap) achieved a 55.8 rating
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Avalon receive Sustainalytics ESG Risk Rating and 

ranks among top 5% of 150 industry companies



Soaring interest in 

establishing new critical 

minerals supply chains in 

Canada for rare earths and 

lithium battery materials 

Threat of China imposing 

new rare earths export 

quotas results in rising prices 

and increasing interest in 

creating new REE supply 

It is looking like 2010 all over 

again!!
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2020/2021 Progress & Highlights

› Created plan to establish a new lithium 

battery materials refinery in Thunder Bay 

in collaboration with Rock Tech Lithium

› Re-activated Lilypad Cesium-Tantalum 

Project due to global shortage of cesium 

and increased consumer interest

› Recently entered into a new agreement to 

acquire the closed Cargill phosphate 

minesite in northeastern Ontario which has 

exceptional potential for recovering rare 

earths, scandium and zirconium from the 

tailings and mine wastes while remediating 

the environmental liability



66

Price jumps twice in 

reaction to news on 

rare earths and 

China threatening to 

impose new export 

quotas on the US

2 Year Stock Price 

15 Year Stock Price 

Rare Earths see price spike 

and major media publicity 

because of China imposing 

export quotas

Since 2010, Avalon has been 

known primarily as a Rare 

Earths equity in the US



MANAGEMENT & SENIOR STAFF

› Jim Andersen, CA, CPA

V.P. Finance, CFO & Corporate Secretary

› Donald S. Bubar, P.Geo.

President & CEO 

› Cindy Hu, CA, CPA  

Controller

› Mary Kita, BA, M.Sc.

Director of Communications

› Ron Malashewski, P.Eng (AB) 

Community Relations, Kenora

› David Marsh, FAusIMM (CP)

Senior Metallurgist

› Bill Mercer, Ph.D., P.Geo.

V.P. Operations 

› Chris Pedersen, P.Geo.

Senior Project Geologist

› Zeeshan Syed, M.Sc. 

Manager, Government Affairs & New 

Business Development

› Mark Wiseman, B.Sc., MBA

V.P. Sustainability                                                                                                          

BOARD of DIRECTORS

› Donald S. Bubar, P.Geo. CEO

› Alan Ferry, CFA

Chair and Audit Committee Chair

› John Fisher, B.Sc., M.B.A

› Naomi Johnson, LL.B.

› Marilyn Spink, P.Eng.
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Experienced Management Team and 

Diversified Board of Directors



› Growing awareness in government of the importance of establishing critical 

minerals supply chains in North America to reduce reliance on China as a sole 

source of supply

› Providing expert advice to the Federal and Ontario Governments on developing 

strategies to create these supply chains

› Inform government on how different the critical minerals business is compared to 

traditional mining to help policy-makers implement needed regulatory updates

› Both governments are making it an important policy priority, with action likely to 

be taken in 2021. Recommendations include:

• Establishing more pilot plants and facilities supporting more extractive 

process R&D work as innovation of new technologies is key

• Cutting red tape at the provincial level that is discouraging development

• Providing financial support through existing programs such as SDTC, 
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Government Relations Work
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Critical Minerals for Clean Technology

Project Pipeline



Closed Mine Sites offer new Critical 

Minerals Opportunities

› Many historical mining operations were developed to 

produce one bulk commodity such as copper, but the 

resource contained critical minerals that were discarded 

as waste (as there was no market then)

› These historical wastes can now be treated as 

opportunities to sustainably recover critical minerals 

using new technologies, while remediating the long term 

environmental liability

› Avalon is looking at many such opportunities and 

recently announced an agreement to acquire rights to a 

past-producing phosphate mine site with high 

concentrations of rare earths, scandium and zirconium in 

the tailings and waste rocks

› Can contribute to establishing the “circular economy”

10Sunflowers on the 

Glencore Sudbury tailings



The Critical Minerals Opportunity for 

Canadian First Nations

› Many opportunities exist to develop new resources for 

critical minerals in northern Canada 

› Many occur in northern regions offering impoverished 

First Nations new economic development opportunities

› Can be developed at a small scale involving minimal 

environmental impacts and requiring relatively small initial 

capital investments compared to a typical new mine

› Indigenous business can participate directly in 

implementing environmentally and socially responsible 

cleantech materials development in northern Canada

› Additional opportunities for creating new downstream 

value-added clean technology businesses in the supply 

chain including lithium battery materials
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Rare earths and other 

critical minerals are 

essential for effective wind 

turbine motors and solar 

panel technology



Separation Rapids Lithium: Avalon’s most advanced 

project A large LCT pegmatite enriched in the rare lithium mineral petalite 

10 million tonne resource amenable to open pit 

mining, discovered in 1996

› Pre-Feasibility Study completed in 1999 on 

model to produce petalite for glass-ceramics

› New Preliminary Economic Assessment model 

created in 2016 to produce lithium battery 

materials. Further updated in 2018 based on 

new glass-ceramic markets.

› Secure Tenure under Lease: 100% owned plus 

6,000 acres of exploration lands 

› Located close to transportation (road access) 

and power infrastructure, including clean 

hydropower 

› No undesirable environmental impacts

› Strong local Indigenous community support

Discovery outcrop after 

clearing for mapping in 1998
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Separation 
Rapids 

Mineral Tenure
and 

Regional targets

Regional trend of lithium 
pegmatites, where 
exploration commenced in 
summer 2018 and several 
new targets developed.

Map includes new claims 
acquired in 2017 to the 
north and west of existing 
land holdings

Glitter, Wolf and Rattler pegmatites

New Snowbank 

pegmatite discovery



Snowbank Petalite Pegmatite 

Discovery
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Coarse white crystals of 

petalite 

› Large exposure of a new petalite pegmatite discovery 

averaging 6 metres wide and traceable for over 100 

metres along strike open on both ends.  

› Assays of up to 2.51% Li2O over

1.1m in channel (50% of rock 

is coarse grained petalite)

› Other preliminary channel 

sample highlights include:

• 1.53% Li2O / 2.6m

• 1.61% Li2O / 2.3m

• 1.07% Li2O / 2.9m

› Located just 4km NW of 

Separation Rapids deposit

Snowbank Petalite Pegmatite –

August 2018



Lithium Minerals at 

Separation Rapids

› There are two main lithium ore minerals in the Separation 

Rapids LCT pegmatite: petalite & lepidolite

› Petalite is the predominant lithium mineral, with lepidolite 

occurring in distinct subzones comprising 20% of the resource

› Petalite (Li Al Si4O10) typically contains  4.5% Li2O with very low 

impurities 

› Lepidolite (K(Li,Al,Rb)2(Al,Si)4O10(F,OH)2  is a lithium mica

containing other elements

› They can each be concentrated to make saleable products: 

• Petalite can be used both as an industrial mineral for high 

strength glass and as a high purity feed to make battery 

grade lithium hydroxide or carbonate

• Lepidolite concentrates are being used increasingly for 

production of battery grade lithium carbonate

15Clear Crystalline Petalite above; 

Purple Lepidolite below



› Ontario government now committing to establishing 

more EV and battery manufacturing capacity

• Opportunity to take advantage of the mineral 

resource wealth in northern Ontario to build out 

the entire supply chain

November 2020: joint announcement between Avalon 

and Rock Tech Lithium Inc. to develop lithium battery 

materials refinery in Thunder Bay

› Will be designed to accept lithium mineral 

concentrates from Separation Rapids and Rock 

Tech's Georgia Lake Project, and other Ontario 

sources, to produce various lithium products  

› Several potential sites available including on Fort 

William First Nation reserve lands who are very 

interested in partnering on this project

› Good potential for government financial support
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Battery materials supply chains in Ontario

+



Lithium is not just a battery material: also 

critical for high strength glass-ceramic 

products

› Lithium additions create thermal shock resistance in: 

Stovetops, Corningware® Cookware, Fireplace Shields

› Now being used in many new high strength glass products, 

such as Corning’s Gorilla Glass (display screens and 

automotive) and high strength flexible glass

› Glass-ceramic products are also being used in advanced 

aerospace and defense technologies (hermetic seals)

› Petalite, as a very high purity lithium aluminum silicate 

mineral, is the ideal form of lithium addition to the batch

• Petalite is a very rare mineral and Separation Rapids is the 

only potential large supply source in North America 

› Lithium additions can also strengthen traditional container 

glass formulations to extend the life of the container
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Petalite is used in 

many high-strength 

glass applications, 

such as electronic 

screens



› 2020 work: Continued process optimization work and secured permit to 

extract up to 5,000 tonne bulk sample for pilot plant processing in 2021

• Investigated sites for lithium battery materials refinery in northwestern Ontario 

› 2021-22: $3-5 million program planned to prepare for construction of mine 

and process plant in 2022 to produce lithium mineral concentrates 

• Bulk sample processing to produce more lithium mineral product samples and finalize 

process flowsheet and plant design parameters

• Secure off-take agreements and arrange project financing (in progress)

• Complete Feasibility Study-level cost estimates, project engineering and pilot plant 

work to confirm lithium hydroxide process flowsheet

• Complete environmental assessments and project permitting

› 2022-3: Begin commercial operations with sales of petalite and by-products 

while new battery materials facility is constructed
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Separation Rapids Next Steps:

Moving toward Phase 1 Production Facility 



Cesium: another high tech material 

with very limited supply 

› Tech applications include: Atomic clocks and GPS, 

Catalyst in plastics, Speciality glasses, Ion-propulsion 

motors, High density alkaline batteries, Coatings for 

solar cells, Pharmaceuticals

› ~ 75% of cesium production has been used to make 

cesium formate: a safe, high density, low viscosity fluid 

used in drilling deep oil wells

› 2017 price of cesium formate: US$ $55 / 25g lot

› Developed by Cabot Corp. based on resource of rare 

cesium mineral, pollucite at Tanco mine, MB

• 2019: sale of the division to Sinomine

› Avalon’s 100% owned Lilypad Project hosts significant 

pollucite mineralization
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Lilypad Cesium-Tantalum-Lithium Property 



› Property consists of 14 claims covering 3,108 ha

› Staked by Avalon in 1999 & 100% owned by Avalon

› Originally explored by Tanco in the 1990’s for tantalum

› Explored for tantalum primarily in 2001-2002 under a joint venture 

with a Ta-capacitor manufacturer

› Completed geophysical surveys, detailed mapping and sampling 

and 2786 metres of drilling in 18 holes

› Discovered exceptional cesium enrichment in the tantalum rich 

dykes and host rocks, not yet followed up

› Potential for discovery of many new LCT Pegmatites

Lilypad Project Background



Pollucite Dyke

Rubellite Dyke

North Anomaly

500 m

>50ppm

25->50ppm

10-25ppm

<10ppm

Cs in bedrock

Rock units adjacent to the pegmatites are highly anomalous 

in cesium over a broad area suggestive of a large source

Lithogeochemical Survey



Lilypad Pollucite Dyke

› 340,000 tonnes @ 2.294% Cs2O and 0.037% 

Ta2O5 delineated in 2001-2003 drilling programs*

› Cesium grades increase with depth, open at 300m 

below surface

› “Western extension” new, undrilled zone of dykes 

200m to southwest with two grab samples 

containing 4.62% and 2.11% Cs2O

› Strong cesium lithogeochemical anomalies in 

surrounding volcanic outcrops

› Also contains abundant lithium mineralization

Pollucite dyke 

mineralization 
*Cautionary note: the resources described above are considered historic under NI43-101 

guidelines and have not been verified by a QP and therefore should not be relied upon.  



Planned 2021 Work Program

› Continue process testwork on 250 kg bulk sample 

collected in 2020, including Selfrag electric pulse 

disaggregation and sensor-based ore-sorting 

technologies 

› Block modelling of the resource delineated in the 2001 

drilling program on the Pollucite Dyke and preparation of 

updated NI 43-101 resource estimate

› Complete biogeochemical and soil surveys over covered 

areas plus lithogeochemical sampling, particularly on the 

northern part of property, to identify new drill targets

› Diamond drilling to expand resources and test new 

targets along with additional sampling

› Additional process testwork

October 2020 

field program to 

collect samples



Sensor-based Ore-sorting Technology
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Advances in sensor 

technology now allow 

for detection of physical 

properties of minerals, 

such as specific gravity

Minerals can be 

concentrated after 

crushing without using 

water or chemical 

reagents

Can be used on an 

increasing variety of 

minerals including 

pollucite & cassiterite



East Kemptville Tin-Indium 

(and Lithium) Project Update

› Management change at BHP in late 2019; new VP 

in charge of “Legacy Assets” refused to sign 

agreement to transition site responsibility to Avalon

› In 2020, BHP provided notice of decision to deny 

Avalon access to implement our progressive site 

re-development & environmental remediation plan 

› Project presently inactive, but mineral tenure 

remains secure

› Tin is now in short supply with prices rising

› Property also has potential for lithium recovery

› Working on alternative plan to secure access to 

the site with provincial government support
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Nechalacho Rare Earth Elements 

Property Update

June 2019: Cheetah Resources Pty Ltd. acquired ownership of near 

surface T-Zone and Tardiff Zone resources for $5 million cash while 

Avalon retains 100% ownership of Basal Zone HREE Deposit 

Sept 2020: Cheetah and SRC sign binding term sheet for construction of 

rare earth extraction plant in Saskatchewan 

Dec 2020: Norwegian company REEtec with new separation technology 

enters into offtake agreement with Cheetah for five years of REO supply

Feb 2021: Cheetah signs $8m mining services contract with Det’on Cho 

Nahanni Construction

› Proposed T-Zone Development Model uses very limited water (ore-

sorting is a dry process) and produces no significant waste - rejected 

material will be benign and usable /salable 

› Progressive remediation of environmental footprint can be 

incorporated into the overall development model

› Relatively small capital requirements provide realistic opportunities 

for real equity participation by local Indigenous business
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Coarse grained Nd-Pr

(brick-red bastnaesite) 

mineralization in T-Zone 



Establish a diversified clean technology

materials business, built on process 

innovation and strong ESG performance.

Create shareholder value and long term 

growth through sustainable development 

of our critical minerals (lithium, tin, 

cesium and rare earths) assets.

Focus on opportunities to generate near 

term revenue and growth.
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Avalon’s Vision and Mission


